MFS App IOS Entry Page

MFS App IOS Log In Page

MFS App IOS Home Page

MFS App IOS Home Page

MFS App IOS Add Picture

Click Arrow Back button
will go back to App Home
page
There is an black overlay
translucent with dragable
and scalable graphic on it
indicate the picture on
canvas is zoomable and
can be moved around. But
this black overlay
translucent notice would be
displayed for first time
using only. Notice would
disappear when user touch
on it.
First picture in Camera Roll
would be automatically
loaded on frame. (Selected
picture is dim with a sharp
purple border surrounding
it indicates it is selected)

Camera Roll is scrollable

There are 3 options to add a picture
which are take picture, select from
camera roll and add video. (The active
option would be highlighted with
purplish gradient color and having an
upward arrow pointing to it while the
rest non-active options go dim in color
unless it was selected)

Files
appPicCamera.png
(94px X 94px)

appPicCameraActive.png
(94px X 94px)

appPicGraphicDragable.png
(100px X 100px )

appPicCamRoll.png
(94px X 94px)

appPicCamRollActive.png
(94px X 94px)

appPicGraphicScalable.png
(100px X 100px )

appPicVideo.png
(94px X 94px)

appPicVideoActive.png
(94px X 94px)

appPicPointer.png
(37px X 19px)

MFS App IOS Add Title to Picture

Click Arrow Back button will go back to Add Picture page
Title is mandatory.
A sharp purple Title is Required would prompt user if title
hasn’t been entered before SAVE

Prompt

An eye-catching SAVE button at the bottom of the page

When text is being entered, the top bar would appear like
this, only Done is clickable and show to Add Title screen
again.

Keyboard would be scrolled up when enter text

Files

appPicBtnSave.jpg
(640px X 110px )

MFS App IOS Add Comment
Design #1
Click Arrow Back button will go back to Home page
Each comment would include a circle avatar, comment
itself, username and time. (The font style and text
arrangement will be the same as it’s on Home page’s
Looks comment section)
Comment section will be scrollable if there are a lot of
comments on list

Input comment field is at the bottom of the page with an
eye-catching send comment button

When typing a new comment, keyboard will scroll and
push the comment input field up

MFS App IOS Add Comment
Design #2
The difference between this design and the previous
design is that user need to click this top right comment
icon to leave a new comment.

After clicking on comment icon on previous page, it
reaches Add Comment page.
Just type the new comment and click post will do
Or click Cancel to leave without input any comment

MFS App IOS Follow page

The screen of Followers and Following is the same except
the title

Files
btnFollow.png
(86px X 56px )
btnFollowing.png
(86px X 56px )

MFS App IOS Profile page

The screen of Followers and Following is the same except
the title

Follow button, no. of followers and following are aligned at
the bottom of profile banner
About Me
Switch menu for all 3 catagories of feed

The look of the button if it is already followed

After clicking the top right gear button, scroll up options for
Sign Out, Settings or TOU etc.

